CLOUD COST OPTIMIZATION SERVICE

Cloud Cost Optimization
Dramatically reduce your operating costs - without risk!

Enterprise Cloud expenses are substantial and growing rapidly. Optimizing the

About wenovate

costs of the cloud is therefore a one of the top priority for organizations.
wenovate GmbH, based in Wolfsburg,
With wenovate's cloud cost optimization, these costs can be reduced by up to
80%, performance improved and complexity minimized.
The most up-to-date, intelligent machine learning algorithms and fully

Munich, Hanau and Essen, is part of
the FERNAO Networks group of
companies.

automated web services are used. The costs for cloud computing resources and
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many services based on them, such as container clusters are dramatically
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reduced. We put great emphasis on very high performance and availability. The

Security, Engineering and offer IT as well

management of this service is very simple and easy to use.

as technical and professional project
management support from a single
source.

Cloud Cost Optimization with wenovate

In addition to automobile manufacturers
and suppliers, our customers include

Cost reduction of up to 80% on AWS, Azure and GCP
wenovate Cloud cost optimization reduces costs for virtual

banks, energy suppliers and eMobility
service providers.

machines and other services.
Automatic Scaling
The use of auto-scaling and machine learning algorithms - e.g. to
identify and automatically replace expensive VMs, helps to optimize

Why wenovate?
•

You will receive support in cloud
topics for hybrid, private and public
cloud scenarios and use cases.

•

wenovate offers comprehensive
support and solutions in the cloud
from cloud strategy to migration,
security and secure operation.

•

wenovate provides highly specialized
services for Next-Generation Security
and GRC topics.

•

In addition to cloud cost optimization,
we also offer other cloud optimization
options such as workload
optimization, process optimization and
application analysis.

applications in terms of cost, availability and performance.
High availability - at reduced costs
With wenovate Cloud cost optimization, high availability and stability
of your applications are maintained. The costs for resources are
drastically reduced.
Easy implementation - full control
wenovate Cloud Cost Optimization can be easily and quickly
integrated into existing workloads and deployments which
immediately help in reducing costs. From hands-on access and
configuration to full automation, you will have full control over the
service.
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